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Headlamp dipping utilizing the headlamp flash switch

Applicable to 

Rolls-Royce 

Silver Shadow 

Silver Shadow Long Wheelbase 

Silver Shadow II 

Silver Wraith II 

Corniche (prior to VIN 12000) 

Camargue 

Silver Spirit (prior to VIN 12000) 

Silver Spur (prior to VIN 12000) 

Bentley 

T Series 

T2 

Corniche (prior to VIN 12000) 

Mulsanne (prior to VIN 12000) 

Mulsanne Turbo 

Eight (prior to VIN 12000) 

Turbo R (prior to VIN 12000) 

Description 

This Product Support Information Sheet gives details of how to effect a change from a foot operated headlamp dip switch, to the 

benefits of headlamp dipping from the headlamp flash switch on earlier motor cars. 

The change is designed to utilize as many existing components and wires as possible, in that it replaces the foot operated dip switch 

with a new dipping relay controlled by a sequencing relay. The diagram shows a number of wires marked *. These are existing cables 

which may only need to be re-routed or changed in length. New wires are designated in full e.g. 1.0 UB. 

Although the various specifications of applicable motor cars exhibit detail differences in wiring and component positioning, the 

principle remains the same. It is therefore necessary to cross-reference the wiring diagram in this Product Support Information Sheet 

with the appropriate wiring diagram for the particular motor car. Also to become fully familiar with the wiring on the motor car itself 

before starting work. 

This conversion makes one change to the headlamp function. If the headlamps are switched on before the ignition, they will always be 

on dipped beam. However, when the ignition is switched on, they will revert to their normal function, that is either on main or dipped 

beam depending on the position of the sequencing relay. 

Procedure 

• 1.) Disconnect the battery.

• 2.) Locate the headlamp safety relay and headlamp flash relay for the appropriate model (see figs. 

M29-1 Relay positions (Silver Shadow, Bentley T Series and derivatives)

1 Headlamp flash relay

2 Headlamp safety relay

M29-2 Relay positions (Silver Shadow II, Bentley T2 and derivatives)

1 Left-hand front earth

2 Headlamp safety relay

3 Headlamp flash relay

M29-3

M29-3 Relay positions (Silver Spirit, Bentley Mulsanne and derivatives

1 Headlamp safety relay

2 Headlamp flash relay

M29-1, M29-2, and M29-3). Identify the connections, referring to the motor car wiring diagram in the appropriate Workshop Manual.
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• 3.) Select suitable positions for the additional headlamp relay and headlamp sequencing relay, preferably close to the headlamp 

safety relay and headlamp flash relay.

• 4.) Identify the wiring to the foot operated dip switch. Re-route this wiring to the new headlamp sequencing dipping relay 

connections as shown in figure 

M29-4 Relay connections

A Sequencing relay

B Conventional relay

• 5.) Produce new cables to complete the circuit

M29-5 Hand operated headlamp dipping wiring diagram

1 Rear fog lamp relay connection (depending on vehicle/model)

2 Headlamps

3 Main beam warning lamp

4 Headlamp flash/dipping switch

5 Headlamp safety relay

6 New headlamp dipping relay

7 Headlamp flash relay

8 New headlamp sequencing relay

• 6.) It is important to solder all terminals to wire connections.

• 7.) Carefully tidy and re-tape all wiring.

• 8.) Remove the foot operated dip switch, blank off the screw holes and seal. Consult the Owner regarding the carpet aperture, 

perhaps suggesting Car Care Products overlay mats.

• 9.) Reconnect the battery and test the circuit.

Defect and Repair code manual 

Defect code Repair code Time

3749637000 37496370S 3.0 hours

Parts required 

Below is a list of the parts likely to be required for this conversion. The parts needed and the quantities thereof will vary, depending on 

the model of motor car. 
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Figure 29-1 SY Series I Relay Positions
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Figure 29-2 SY Series 2 Relay Positions
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Figure 29-3 Early SZ Relay Positions
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Figure 29-4 Relay Connections
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Figure 29-5 Wiring Diagramme



Part number Description Quantity

UD 22452 Relay 1

UD 70068 Relay clip 1

UD 22313 Relay socket 1

UD 21166 Connector Lucar male Quantities vary dependent on model

UD 22512 Female Pozilok termination double Quantities vary dependent on model

UD 22513 Sleeve Pozilok female Quantities vary dependent on model

UD 15500 Cable eye 1

UD 25782 Sequencing relay 1

SPC 1889 Sequencing relay mounting 1

UM 20977Z Sequencing relay mounting nut 2

UM 20205Z Sequencing relay mounting washer 2
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Table 29-1 Parts Requirements



Applicable to 

Bentley Mulsanne Turbo and Bentley Turbo R motor cars prior to vehicle identification number (VIN) 

*SCBZS0T03HCX20001* 

Introduction 

A deeper gearbox sump has been introduced on all Bentley Turbo R motor cars from the following vehicle identification numbers 

(VIN).

*SCBZS0T00GCH14710*

*SCBZS0T01GCX14552* 

*SCBZS0T0XGCH14603* 

*SCBZS0T08GCH14650* 

*SCBZS0T08GCX14709* 

This Product Support Information Sheet describes the main features of the installation and lists the parts required to fit the sump. 

Description 

The deep sump installation necessitates the following changes. 

The dipstick, dipstick filler tube, and oil filter pick- up pipe have been extended to suit the new sump. However, the oil capacity 

remains unchanged. 

As the oil filter is now positioned further away from the valve body, a longer bolt and spacer are used to secure the filter to the valve 

body.

The front silencer heatshield has been lowered to correspond to the new position of the sump. This has been achieved by using a 

longer mounting bracket at the front of the heatshield. 

To provide the required clearance between the lowered heatshield and the exhaust clamp, the flange type clamp has been replaced 

by a spherical exhaust clamp. 

The parking brake cable retaining bracket has also been extended to provide clearance between the cable and sump. 

New gearbox sump retaining bolts have been introduced with the new sump. These now incorporate conical washers under the bolt 

head.

Procedure 

• 1.) Place the car on a suitable ramp.

• 2.) Chock the wheels and apply the parking brake. Remove the gearbox isolator.

• 3.) Drain and remove the gearbox sump. Remove the dipstick tube.

• 4.) Remove the oil filter and oil filter pick-up pipe. Discard the pick-up pipe.

• 5.) Fit the new longer oil filter pick-up pipe and 'O' ring.

• 6.) Fit a new filter, new longer retaining bolt and spacer. Ensure that the spacer is fitted between the filter and the valve body.

• 7.) Fit the deeper sump using the new sump retaining bolts and washers.

• 8.) Remove the three bolts from the downtake to the front silencer exhaust clamp. Discard the olive, then cut off both flange 

plates.

• 9.) Remove the bracket which supports the front of the front silencer heatshield, replace it with the longer bracket.

• 10. Fit the longer dipstick tube.

• 11. Fit the new exhaust clamp olive and spherical clamp.

• 12. Fit the longer parking brake cable mounting bracket.

• 13. Refill the gearbox, refit the gearbox isolator and check the oil level.

Defect and Repair code manual 

Defect code Repair code Time

5503210099 55032100S - Gearbox sump modification 1.7 hour Gearbox in situ 0.8 hour Gearbox out of the car

Parts affected 

The parts required are supplied in service kit, part number RH 2926. The contents and part numbers of items in the kit are described 

below.
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Automatic Transmission - Deep Sump Conversion

Applicable to:

All Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars fitted with the General Motors Turbohydramatic 400 Transmission

Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, Silver Shadow II, Camargue, Corniche, Silver Spirit, Silver Spur

Bentley T-Series, Corniche, T2, Mulsanne, Mulsanne Turbo, Turbo R, Continental

Introduction

A deeper gearbox sump has been introduced on Bentley Turbo R motor cars from vehicle identification number (VIN)

*SCBZSOTOOGCH14710*

The deep sump arrangement is especially useful for all turbocharged vehicles, and is recommended as an upgrade for

turbocharged and naturally-aspirated vehicles listed under Applicable.

The components and procedure listed are applicable to all Rolls-Royce and Bentley vehicles fitted with the appropriate

transmission built before VIN *SCBZSOTO3HCX20001*. For all vehicles, including naturally-aspirated vehicles from VIN 20000

onwards, the transmission sump, dipstick, dipstick tube, filter and sundry components introduced on turbocharged vehicles at

VIN *SCBZSOTO3HCX20001* may be fitted as an alternative. On vehicles before VIN *SCBZSOTO3HCX20001*, this involves

removing a blanking plug from the transmission casing to accommodate a revised dipstick tube configuration.



Displaced part number Description Quantity New part number

Exhaust clamp 1 UR 26800

Bolt - exhaust clamp 1 SPC 3278

Nut - exhaust clamp 1 SPC 2681

Washer - exhaust clamp 2 UA 1252/SS

UA 26455 Olive - exhaust clamp 1 UR 26799

UG 12848 Dipstick tube assembly 1 UE 46320

UG 14543 Dipstick 1 UE 46316

UG 14617 Parking brake cable bracket 1 UR 27724

GM 3829139 Sump bolt and washer 13 GM 8655026

Heatshield bracket 1 RH 9909

Deep sump kit Containing the following 1 GM 8629922

GM 8626886 Intake pipe 1 GM 8629526

GM 8625769 Retaining bolt - filter 1 GM 8633208

Spacer - filter bolt 1 GM 8629523

GM 8625836 Sump 1 GM 8655288

Unchanged 'O' ring pick-up pipe 1 GM 1363951

Unchanged Filter 1 GM 6437741

Unchanged Gasket - sump 1 GM 8629807
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Deep Sump - 20,000-Series Turbo R

Standard Fitment

Depth and Sump Plug Location



Applicable to 

All Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor cars from vehicle identification numbers (VIN) *SCBZS0T03HCX20001* 

Introduction 

With the introduction of 1987 model year motor cars, a revised fuel system comprising of an intank pre- pump and roller cell main 

pump was utilised on all naturally aspirated and turbocharged motor cars. 

Under certain conditions, there is a possibility of noise being transmitted into the interior of the motor car due to cavitation of the main 

fuel pump. 

A service kit (RH 3009) is now available for fitment to motor cars suffering with fuel system noise. The kit must only be fitted after prior 

authorisation from a Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Area Service Manager or Zone Engineer. 

Description 

The service kit (RH 3009) deletes the fuel system pre- pump and remounts the fuel pump/accumulator assembly. It is fitted as 

described below. 

Procedure 

Drain the fuel tank and remove the intank pre-pump, plus the main fuel pump and accumulator assembly as laid out in the relevant 

Workshop Manual. Remove all the existing fuel pump mountings and brackets from the floorpan, and remove the main fuel pump and 

accumulator assembly from its original mounting place. 

Assemble the intank filter and tank outlet pipe as shown in figure K14-1 on Page 2

001775

K14-1 Intank filter and tank outlet pipe K14-1, along with the fuel pipe and armaflex sleeve then insert the assembly into the fuel 

tank as shown in figure K14-2. Lock the assembly into place using the pre-pump locking ring. Remove the fuel pump/accumulator 

from its carrier plate. 

The fuel pump and accumulator should then be fitted to the new fuel pump/accumulator carrier as shown in figure K14-1 on Page 3

001777

K14-3 Fuel pump and accumulator to new carrier K14-3, noting that the fuel pump should be covered in the 3 in diameter armaflex 

sleeving.

Bolt the fuel pump mounting onto the floorpan as shown in figure K14-2 on Page 3

001776

K14-2 Intank filter assembly to fuel tank K14-2 (in place of the original rear mounts) and attach the fuel pump/accumulator carrier to 

the mount (see fig. K14-4). 

Make sure all fuel pipes are connected and secured. Take the earth lead connected to the '-' negative terminal on the fuel pump and 

connect it to the floor/fuel pump mounting as shown in figure K14-4 on Page 4

001778

K14-4 Fuel pump, accumulator, and resistor correctly mounted K14-4. 

The resistor should be mounted in a suitable position on the heelboard (see fig. K14-4 on Page 4)

001778

K14-4 Fuel pump, accumulator, and resistor correctly mounted K14-4) noting that care must be taken in ensuring that no wires 

are in the area to be drilled. 

To mount the resistor, drill two 2,5 mm holes in the heelboard using the resistor isolator as a template. Screw the isolator to the 

heelboard and mount the resistor to the isolator with the screws provided. Tape back the electrical connections to the pre-pump and fit 

the '+' positive connection originally connected to the main fuel pump to the resistor. 

Connect the resistor to the fuel pump with the link loom provided. 

Note:

Do not fit the resistor to turbocharged motor cars. 

Refill the fuel tank and ensure that there are no fuel leaks. If no leaks are present, remove the motor car from the ramp and road test. 

Defect and Repair code manual 

Defect code Repair code Time

37 10 03 00 45 37 10 03 00 S 2.3 hours

Parts required 

RH 3009 fuel pump noise reduction kit - see page 4
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Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars
SZ Vehicles - 20,000-Series - 1987 Model Year Onwards

Also applies to previous models fitted with Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection

Fuel Pump Noise Reduction Kit
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Figure K14-1
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Figure K14-3



Part number Description Quantity

RH 12166 Assembly link loom 1

RH 12149 Assembly resistor 2 ohms 1

RH 12146 Pipe-fuel 1

RH 12147 Insulation - fuel pipe 1

RH 12148 Insulation - fuel pump 1

RH 12154 Assembly mounting bracket 1

RH 12156 Assembly bracket 2

RH 12159 Assembly saddle bracket 1

UR 21840 Filter fuel tank 1

SPM 1981 Clip 2

SPM 1950 Clip 2

SPM 1952 Clip 2

UA 102/Z Bolt 2

UA 1251/ZP Washer 4

UA 103/Z Bolt 2

UA 301/ZP Nut 2

CD 6572 Mounting rubber 2

UE 70476 Sealing ring 1

RH 12165 Filter bracket 1

UE 71700 Strip 1

UE 71701 Strip 1

RH 3009 Fuel Pump Noise Reduction Kit
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Figure K14-4



Suction throttling valve

Applicable to 

Rolls-Royce 

Silver Shadow 

Silver Shadow Long Wheelbase 

Silver Wraith II 

Phantom V and VI 

Bentley 

T Series between car serial numbers SBX 1001 to SRX 30000 

Introduction 

The suction throttling valve fitted as original equipment and the unit which was supplied as a replacement are no longer available. 

Description 

This Product Support Information Sheet describes the procedures for fitting a kit of parts for servicing all motor cars in the above car 

serial number range. 

Procedure 

• 1.) Remove the suction throttling valve as described in TSD 2476 Workshop Manual, Section C.

• 2.) Dismantle the suction throttling valve and discard the following items (see fig. 

C9-1

001632

C9-1 Suction throttling valve

1 Pressure adjusting nut

2 Centre spindle

3 Screw

4 Valve cover

5 Rivet

6 Operating arm

7 Operating arm springs

8 Main spring seat

9 Main spring

10 Locating spring

11 Regulating spring seat

12 Regulating spring

13 Spacing washer

14 Main spring seat

15 Piston and diaphragm assembly

16 Filter screen

17 Filter screen retainer

18 Valve body

19 Valve cap (if fitted)

20 Schrader valve (if fitted)

21 Schrader valve adapter (if fitted)

22 Sealing ring

23 Charging pipe

24 Cap

C9-1). Schrader valve (Bleed line) Piston and diaphragm Main spring and spring seat Pressure adjusting nut Centre spindle 

Operating arm and arm springs

• 3.) Discard the actuator crank lever and the link rod from the suction throttling valve.

• 4.) Lightly coat the gasket which is provided with refrigerant oil, fit the gasket, blanking plate, valve cover and secure with the 

screws from the diaphragm cover.

• 5.) Refit the modified suction valve onto the vehicle as described in TSD 2476 Workshop Manual, Section C

• 6.) Using the metal clip, secure the sensor tubes from the thermostat and expansion valve to the low pressure outlet pipe and 

wrap the sensor tubes with the insulation tape provided (see fig. 

C9-2

Airconditioning - Climate Control - All SY Cars
Also applies to rationalising the STV or EEVIR/POAST systems on SZ cars to Chassis 16,570



C9-2 Evaporator pipes and suction throttling valve C9-2).

• 7.) Mount the thermostat in a suitable position on the left-hand valance (the position will be determined by the length of the 

sensor tube) with self-tapping tubes.

• 8.) Connect the original wire from the compressor to the terminal (marked cut in) of the thermostat using the terminal provided.

• 9.) Connect the link loom to the terminal of the compressor and to the terminal (marked cut out) of the thermostat using the 

terminal provided.

• 10. Evacuate the system and recharge as described in TSD 2476 Workshop Manual, Section C.

Parts affected 

Displaced part number Description Quantity New part number

CD 4900 Kit-Suction 1 CD 6687

RH 9805 throttling

UD 11429 valve







Applicable to

All Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars fitted with the V8 engine from Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud II and Bentley S2 onwards.

Introduction

The purpose of this Product Support Information Sheet is to inform service personnel of a new type of rocker cover gasket.

It is now available for the above vehicles.

Description

A new design rocker cover gasket is now available for all cars fitted with a V8 engine. The gasket is of black Silicone Rubber and 

replaces the original cork gasket.

The ferrule and rubber bush have been replaced with a new bonded isolator.

New distance pieces have been added to control the amount of compression of the gasket when assembled to the cylinder head. The 

distance pieces (3 per head) are fitted over the studs which are used to secure the rocker cover in position.

All the new parts must be used together to achieve the optimum performance for sealing the rocker cover to the cylinder head. No 

special tools or modifications are required to any of the existing parts or surfaces other than to make sure that they are clean and free 

of debris.

Procedure.

• 1. With the rocker cover removed from the cylinder head, remove the cork gasket and earthing strips and discard.

• 2. Remove the ferrules and rubber bushes from the rocker cover and discard.

• 3. Remove any debris and thoroughly clean the gasket groove on the rocker cover and the mating face on the cylinder head with 

a suitable cleaning solvent.

• 4. Using Loctite 406 assemble new gasket to rocker cover groove, allowing time to cure.

• 5. Assemble the 3 bonded isolators to the fixing holes on rocker cover.

• 6. Place the 3 distance pieces over the 3 cylinder head studs. 

• 7. Assemble rocker cover to cylinder head.

• 8. Fit the 3 cap nuts through bonded isolator and tighten uniformly. 

• 9. Torque tighten cap nuts 8-10 lbs ft.

Note:

The cap nuts should make a solid joint with the spacers so that the designed compression of the gasket is achieved.

Parts affected

New part No. Displaced part No. Description Quantity

UV 11305PA UE 4324 Gasket 2

UE 6570 Ferrule 6

UV 11306PA Bonded isolator 6

UE 42838 Rubber bush 6

UV 11307PA Distance piece 6

G2/153 Loctite 406

UE 34258 Earthing strip 8

Defect and repair code manual:

For cars prior to those VIN's listed in Appendix 1

Code Description Time

Defect 09 05 16 01 21

Repair 09 05 16 02 S Replace rocker cover gasket B bank 1.2 hours

Defect 09 05 16 02 21

Repair 09 05 16 02 S Replace rocker cover gasket A bank 1.2 hours

Defect 09 05 16 04 21

Repair 09 05 16 02 S Replace both A bank and B bank rocker cover gaskets 2.0 hours

A revised MHS time is necessary for certain motor cars.

The revised time and motor cars affected are in accordance with Appendix 1.

APPENDIX 1

For 1994 MY cars onwards.

Number Description Time
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V8 Engine Rocker Cover Gaskets

Service Replacement of Original Neoprene Cork Gaskets by the Silicone Rubber Type



Defect code 09 05 16 01 21 Repair code 09 05 16 01 S Replace rocker cover gasket B bank 3.3 hours

Defect code 09 05 16 02 21 Repair code 09 05 16 02 S Replace rocker cover gasket A bank 3.3 hours

Defect code 09 05 16 04 21 Repair code 09 05 16 04 S Replace both A bank and B bank rocker cover gaskets 5.3 hours

VIN Numbers - Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

Corniche IV *SCAZDO2C5RCX50001* to *SCAZDO2C5SCH50170*

Silver Spirit III *SCAZSO2D5RCH54003* to *SCAZSO2CXSCH55760*

Silver Spur III *SCAZNO2D6RCX54001* to *SCAZNO2C5SCX55749*

Flying Spur III *SCAZGO3C6SCX54974* to *SCAZGO3C5SCX55761*

Silver Dawn *SCAZAO2C4SCX54846* to *SCAZA17C9WCH66305*

Silver Spirit *SCAZSO2C0TCH57003* to *SCAZS12C5VCH59368*

Silver Spur *SCAZNO2C1TCX57001* to *SCAZN2OCXWCX66511*

Corniche S *SCAZCO3C7SCX50086* to *SCAZC03C2SCX50156*

Silver Spur III Limousine *SCAZW02C2RCX80101* to *SCAZW02C4SCX80137* 

Park Ward *SCAZV12CXTCH80205* to *SCAZV12C7TCH80212*

Silver Spur Park Ward *SCAZV20C4VCH80213* to *SCAZV19C9WCX80252*

Silver Spur Park Ward *SCAZY20CXVCH80501* to *SCAZY2OCTWCX80535*

Silver Spur Park Ward *SCAZY21C7WCH80701* to *SCAZY20CWCH80719*

VIN Numbers - Bentley Motor Cars

Brooklands *SCBZEO2CXRCH54007* to *SCBZE2OC7VCH60307*

Brooklands LWB *SCBZFO2C2RCX54027* to *SCBZF2O2C2WCH66420*

Brooklands R *SCBZE2OC4WCH66003* to *SCBZE21C9WCX66400*

Brooklands R LWB *SCBZF2OC9WCH66284* to *SCBZF2OC2WCH66420*

Brooklands R Mulliner *SCBZF28CXWCH66802* to *SCBZF28C1WCH66901*

Turbo R *SCBZRO3A9RCH54002* to *SCBZR15C5VCH60314*

Turbo RL *SCBZP03C5RCX54017* to *SCBZP15C5VCH60321*

Turbo RT (SWB) *SCBZR23C6WCH66293* to *SCBZR23C1WCX66392*

Turbo RT (LWB) *SCBZP25C6WCX66701* to *SCBZP26C2WCX66497*

Turbo RT Mulliner *SCBZP25C6WCX66701* to *SCBZP26C6WCH66750*

Turbo S *SCBZTO5C8SCH56801* to *SCBZTO5C2SCH56560*

Continental *SCBZDO2C4RCX50003* to *SCBZDO2C4SCX50167*

Continental R *SCBZB03C4RCX52001* to *SCBZB15COWCX63124*

Continental S *SCBZBO5C1SCX52332* to *SCBZB05C9SCX52451*

Continental T *SCBZU15C1TCH53159* to *SCBZU26C1WCX67052*

Azure *SCBZK03C3SCH50801* to *SCBZK14C2WCX61635*

Continental Turbo *SCBZC03C4SCX50140* to *SCBZC03C5SCX50163*
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